records containing term: preschool

records containing term: stuttering
Narrow Your Search with AND

records in green area retrieved, contain both terms.
Broaden Your Search with OR

stuttering OR stammering OR speech disorders OR...

The OR operator retrieves articles with any, all terms. OR retrieves MORE!
You may combine a large set of OR’d terms with another set.
Bobcat exercise

Notice how a search on stuttering AND preschool in Keywords leads to...a source

The source has subject headings, e.g., subject: Stuttering in children – Treatment

Which leads you to more sources...
Articles via Databases: A-Z list:
https://arch.library.nyu.edu/databases/alphabetical?alpha=A

- Databases index **citations** to articles in newspapers, magazines, & journals, chapters in books, essays in collections, government, international, & other documents (e.g., MEDLINE, LLBA, PsycINFO, Proquest, CINAHL)

- Database Limits allow you to narrow a search, e.g., to “peer reviewed articles,” and more.

- Off campus: you will be prompted for NYU net ID and pw
Database selection

Start with ...

Proquest
A multidisciplinary resource for research on contemporary topics or for the beginning stages of a research project.

Medline/Pubmed
premier source for bibliographic and abstract coverage of biomedical literature

The literature of Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology is primarily indexed in MEDLINE, PsycINFO, and Science Citation Index. Also consider Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts (LLBA), CINAHL.
Locating the **full text** of articles...

- Journals may be linked electronically to database records. Look for link to “full text” or “pdf”

- Search Bobcat [http://www.bobcat.nyu.edu](http://www.bobcat.nyu.edu) to locate Bobst holdings.

- Request an Interlibrary Loan: [http://library.nyu.edu/services/ill.html](http://library.nyu.edu/services/ill.html)

**MORE LINKS:**

- Coles Science Reference Center Health Resources [http://library.nyu.edu/health/](http://library.nyu.edu/health/)

- Citing your sources in APA style: [http://nyu.libguides.com/citations](http://nyu.libguides.com/citations)